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THE NEW LEFT: STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
A SUPPLEMENT

The activities of the Students for a Democratic Society since

the end of the last school year (June 1969) have been the

subject of continued interest and commentary. Following SDS-led

"confrontations"last spring (at Harvard,!/ Cornell,_/ and Columbia,3/

for example), SDS announced its intention of attempting to forge a

"student-worker" alliance to succeed previous plans which merely

aimed at disrupting the university system. The new offensive

embodied a program in conformity with classic Marxist revolutionary

1. Cf. Washington Post, June 13, 1969, p. A-1; New York Times,
June 13, 1969, p. 1; New York Times, April 24, 1969, p. 36;
Newsweek, April 21, 1969, p. 102; New York Times, April 18,
1969, p. 47; New York Times, April 15, 1969, p. 1; New York Times
April 13, 1969, Section 4, p. 11; Washington Post, April 11,
1969, p. A-i; Washington Post, April 1 , 1969, p. A-1.

2. Cf. New York Times, May 14, 1969, p.. 1; New York Times, May 9,
1969, p. 26; Newsweek, May 5, 1969, p. 26; New York Times,
May 4, 1969, p. 1; New York Times, May 3, 1969, p. 22; New York
Times, May 2, 1969, p. 1; Washington Post, May 1, 1969, p. A-23;
New York Times, April 24, 1969, p. 1; New York Times, April 22,
1969, p. 1; New York Times, April 21, 1969, p.1; Washington
Post, April 20, 1969, p. A-2.

3. Cf. New York Times, May 3, 1969, p. 22; New York Times, May 2,
1969, p. 1; New York Times, May 1, 1969, p. 1; New York Times,
April 19, 1969, p. 18; New York Times, April 19, 1969, p. 1;
New York Times, April 18, 1969, p. 1.:
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doctrine,i/and was to be given top priority during the summer

5/months of 1969.
Carl Davidson, a former SDS national officer and currently a

columnist for the underground newspaper, The Guardian, explained

last summer's SDS "work-in" project as the beginning of a long-

range endeavor to "radicalize" the working class -- to permeate

industry with revolutionary-minded workers:

"Our goal is not to organize the United States working class

in one summer. We want to learn as much as we can, to make

friendships that will remain after sumner with a few workers, and

if possible to involve them in organized political activity. In

this way, the movement, through us, will gain some of the urgently

needed ties to the workers of this country."6/

4. The growing Marxist temper of SDS was evidenced in April when
Mike Klonsky, then SDS executive secretary, stated that "our
primary task is to build a Marxist-Lenist revolutionary
movement." Since that time SDS has increasingly appropriated
Yarxist terminology and rhetoric when issuing position
statements. (Washington Post, March 31, 1969, p. A-6).
As one SDS officer explained in May: We are part of the
international Communist conspiracy. We have solidarity with the
700 million Chinese, the 14 million North Vietnamese, and all
the poor people of the world." (New York Times, May 5, 1969, p.1)

5. Wall Street Journal, July 16, 1969, p+ 1.

6. Congressional Record, April 24, 1969, p. H3103.
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Thus SDS's goal during the past summer was to begin

the "polarization" of the American working class toward the end

of achieving worker support for a class revolution.!/

Even before last summer, however, SDS had participated in

several demonstrations calculated to cultivate worker support for

its cause. In February SDS-led students from San Francisco

State College joined the picket line of refinery workers striking

against Standard Oil Company of California; in May, SDS worked

in support of a strike against the Ford Motor Company assembly

plant in Mahwah, New Jersey.,

Not surprisingly, however, these efforts at forging student-

worker alliances have enjoyed limited success. Peter Doeringer,

a Harvard University professor of economics, has noted that American

workers have "moved from economic insecurity to economic security,

and in doing so... have adopted the political philosophy that

traditionally goes with security"' 9_/ -- a'philosophy which opposes

revolutionary change. This point of view is underscored by

7. Congressional Record, April 24, 1969, pp. H3099-H3105.
Complete SDS plans for the summer "work in" program were published
in the Congressional Record, June 5, 1969, pp. E4666-7.

8. Barron',May 19, 1969, p. 1; and American Scholar, Autumn, 1969,
p. t.

9. Wall Street Journal, July 16, 1969, p. 1.
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John H. Schaar and Sheldon S. Wolin, who maintain, in a recent

article for the New York Review of Books, that the U.S. working

class is "almost universally hostile" to the aims and methods

of revolutionary students.19/

Whatever hopes SDS may have had for encouraging worker support

were severely damaged by the doctrinal and organizational division

which occurred during the SDS National Convention held in Chicago

last June. At that time members of the Progressive Labor (PL) wing

of SDS and the opposing "National Office" faction (so-called because

two of the three then national officers of SDS opposed the PL

point of view) split into contrary groups, each claiming to be the

"true" SDS. Disagreement between the two factions consisted

primarily in PL's emphasis upon class vs. class "economic" struggle,

which ran counter to the National Office vision of a race vs, race

'anticolonial" struggle."ll/ The factional dispute therefore turned

upon PL's ridicule of the National Office concept of "student power.

Moreover, PL critized "black power" as "black bourgeois nationalism,

which like all nationalism is fundamentally opposed to proletarian

internationalism. 'PL advocated a doctrinaire Marxist class

10. "Education and the Technological Society," New York Review of
Books, October 9, 1969, p. 3.

11. 'Metamorphosis in SDS: The New Left is Showing Its Age,"
New York Times Magazine, June 15, 1969, p. 26.

12. Ibid.
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struggle for the overthrow of the capitalist system, and thus

promoted the primacy of forging a student-worker alliance oblivious

to racial conflicts @nd to the National Office concern with

exploitation of minorities by the so-called American "Establishment").

By contrast, the National Office faction supported what one spokesman

termed "the dialectical relationship between the liberation of the

black colony and socialist revolution for the whole society." 13/

Or as one journalist explains:

"The well-organized PL faction stresses revolution is a

'class struggle' in which students and oppressed workers -- white

and black -- must make common cause against imperialism. While

they strongly oppose what they call 'racism' on campuses and

elsewhere, PL leaders ... scoff at demands for black student control

of black studies programs because such programs 'only build

student power and nationalism' and fail to 'fight the super-

exploitation of black working people.'

"Arrayed against PL is a motley assemblage [National Office]

who generally find PL's doctrinaire Marxist approach distasteful.

By and large, they favor concentrating on a youth movement and

forging ahead on related fronts, including 'women's liberation'

and 'black liberation l4/

13. IbiF.

14. Eric Wentworth, in the Washington Post, June 20, 1969,
p. A-3.
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Thus PL regards the "revolutionary" cause as strictly

an economic class struggle in which the "working class" is

pitted against the "imperialist Establishment" and therefore

oppose as "nationalistic" and counter to Marxist dogma any

efforts by minorities to promote their own special interests.

PL members present, ironically, a more conservative appearance

than do adherents to the National Office faction; PL'ers generally

sport the button-down, short-hair look, while devotees of National

Office philosophy tend to affect the hippie-style garb of long

hair and levis, in conformity with a generally freer mode of dress

and grooming -- considered by some as unkempt and slovenly.

The SDS national convention, which took place in the Chicago

Coliseum, June 18-22, brought the internal division of SDS into the

open and culminated in the official split between the two groups.

During the convention, the National Office faction, whose leaders

included then national secretary Mike Klonsky, read a resolution

which attacked PL as "counter revolutionary," and then walked out

of the convention hall. Before the walkout, a spokesman for the

Black Panthers, with whom the National Office was allied, protested

what he termed PL's deviation from "the Marxist-Leninist idea on

rights of all oppressed people" -- a deviation embodied, he

t
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maintained, in PL's opposition to the black struggle for

self-determination.15/

The National Office group followed the walkout with a vote

to expel PL from SDS, although PL issued a statement the next day

claiming that it was the legitimate SDS and the National Office

adherents merely a.minority faction. The effect of the split,

however, was to leave the National Office in control of SDS

files, national headquarters in Chicago, and the SDS publication,

New Left Notes. According to the Washing.ton Post, one chronicler of

SDS speculated that the rift would have the effect of restoring

SDS "to a more free-wheeling radical movement supporting liberation

struggles around the world and strongly stressing a revolutionary

youth movement." 16/

Following the expulsion of PL, the National Office remnant

immediately named itself the Revolutionary Youth Movement (RYM)

and elected Mark Rudd, of Columbia fame, as/ national secretary

to succeed Mike Klonsky. PL elected John Pennington as its

national secretary.

15. Washington Post, June 22, 1969, p. A-11.

16. Washington Post, June 23, 1969, p. A-l.
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To further complicate the picture, the newly-named Revolutionary

Youth Movement itself then split into two Revolutionary Youth

Movements -- RYM-I, under the leadership of Rudd, and RYM-II, led

by Klonsky. RYM-I was christened with the epithet, "Weathermen,"

from a resolution it presented to the convention entitled "You

don't need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows" -- a

line from a song by folk-rock singer Bob Dylan. Both the

resolution by RYM-I and similar resolutions of RYM-II emphasized the

necessity to organize American youth in support of a worldwide

proletarian movement toward revolution.17.

Even before the convention, however, SDS, under the influence

of National Office leaders, was beginning to abandon the PL-

oriented plan for cultivating a worker-student alliance -- favoring,

instead, the less direct method of trying to win over working

class youth to the cause of revolution. Thus the June 18 issue

of New Left Notes contained an article expounding what was to.

become known as the "Weatherman" philosophy - - a belief that

"revolution must be waged at home"; that "a potential revolutionary

class lies in alienated, propertyless high school youths, most

affected by the draft and 'jail-like schools."' Workers, according

17. "ne, Two, Tree... Many SDS's," Ramparts, September, 1969,
p. 6.

0
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to this view, are dismissed as "hopelessly bigoted" and college

students as "inherently middle-class" -- hence incorrigible..18/

It was the Weatherman philosophy which motivated the SDS-led

demonstrations in Chicago during October of this year and which,

most observers believe, will dominate SDS strategy in the immediate

future.

Since this summer both RYM's have been active in promoting

the cause of winning over youth to the proletarian class struggle.

RYM-II (the Klonsky faction) stresses the importance of peaceful

demonstration, fearing that violence will arouse and antagonize

the majority of middle-class Americans as well as those they are

trying to convert...

The Weathermen, (RYM-I), on the other hand, believethat to

"win high school students to their cause, they must 'fight to

prove they are not timid, physically ineffective intellectuals.'-20!

Thus the Weathermen believe that premeditated violence will

indicate to revolutionaries around the 'world that "the war against

18. New York Times, October 14, 1969, p. 16.

19. Washington Post, October 19, 1969, p. A-3.

20. New York Times, October 14, 1969, p. 16. Also Cf."The
Expectations of Rising Revolutions' The Village Voice,
October 16, 1969, p. 1.
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imperialism" is being brought home to the "mother country." Second,

it will attract to the Weatherman cause the potentially militant

young people from American working class families.2/ Finally,

the Weathermen hope that by winning support in such a

manner, they will be able to "mount even larger assaults against

the city for the purpose of creating press attention."22 /

The tactic was apparently developed during the summer and

presented to other SDS members at a conference held over Labor

Day weekend in Cleveland. "During the summer," reports

the New York Times, "Detroit SDS members would take a red flag to

beaches frequented by white working class youths to provoke a

fight. The SDS members, who had been studying karate and working

out daily, would battle the youths. They then would try to explain

to the youths what they were fighting for." Z3/

By way of implementing this policy, New Left Notes (under

the control of Rudd and the Weathermen) published (in August) SDS's

intention of staging demonstrations in Chicago from October 8.11,

in order to "Bring the War Home" 24/... plans which did not go

unrealized.

21. Washington Post, October 13, 1969, A-3.

22. Christian Science Monitor, October 14, 1969, p. 1.

23. New York Times,- October 14, 1969, p. 16.

24. New Left Notes, Vol. 4, No. 27. No date.
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Thus, on October 8, a mob of 300 young people rampaged

through the North Side of Chicago, smashing the windows of automobiles

and apartment buildings. They were met by the Chicago police, who

responded with gunfire, tear gas, and clubs to break up the melee.

About 60 persons were arrested. 25/

The next day the National Guard was called out to cope with

rioting Weathermen.26' The following account, which appeared in

the Christian Science Monitor, is illustrative of the Weathermen's

strategy:

"Some observers feel that the Saturday confrontation in the

Loop must surely be viewed as a 'classic' example of how to

orchestrate mass action. The Weathermen had obtained a march permit

from Haymarket Square on the city's west side to Grant Park. Just

prior to the march police had arrested four demonstrators, including

Weatherman leader Mark Rudd, for alleged disturbances on Wednesday

night.

"By one p.m. that afternoon, however, only 100 protesters,

at most, had gathered around the base of a statue honoring a

Chicago policeman. (The statue had been mysteriously dynamited

earlier in the week.)

"The protesters themselves appeared to be young, most in their

early 20's or late teens. (One small boy, dressed in army khaki,

25. Washington Post, October 10, 1969, p. A-l and New York Times
October 14, 1969, p. 16.

26. New York Times, October 10, 1969, p. 1.
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was fourteen.) They came in small clusters, groups of twos and

threes. Few of these small groups seemed to know others.

"Then at about 1:10 p.m. a chanting band of some 30 or 40

helmeted demonstrators in black leather jackets, came marching up a

side street. This group quickly worked its way to the base of the

statue through the original crowd. And it was from this group that

several speakers stepped forth.

"Finally, when the gathering, now swelled to about 300,

marched from Haymarket Square toward LaSalle Street, it was this

same small contingent in crash helmets and leather jackets that

worked its way to the head of the column. The other marchers

seemed to almost casually fall in step behind them.

"As the procession reached the corner of LaSalle and Madison

Streets, photographer Bruce Berman and I were running alongside

the tip of the fast-paced column.

"Suddenly we could see the eight or nine marchers in the front

rank close in together and converse among themselves. The next

instant they had spun away from the procession and were cutting

in front of us to the left -- onto Madison Street -- instead

of continuing down LaSalle as they were expected to do, and as

many .advance-guard police officers were doing.

"Because of the speed and momentum of the procession, most

of the marchers to the rear, who had probably expected to continue

on to the park, were virtually drawn into the resulting battle, as

. y
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many of the Weathermen drew lead pipes and bricks out from their

jackets and began smashing storefronts and attacking individual

policemen along the side of the parade route.

"Many of the marchers in the rear of the parade seemed

genuinely surprised at the violence. One bearded youth, who only

an hour before had told me that he had come in part to march 'against

the pig police,' now told me that he just 'couldn't understand it.'

"'None of my friends had thought this would happen,' he

muttered, a bewildered look on his face. He looked about desperately,

but to no avail. Whether they had envisioned a peaceful march or

not, his friends were caught up in battle with'police in the middle

of the street." 27 /

It is significant, however, that RYM-II leader Mike Klonsky

denounced the violent tactics of the Weathermen as "leading people

into a slaughter,"- while a leader of the Black Panther, who,

together with RYM-II, disassociated itself from the Weathermen,

accused the Weathermen of "Custerism" -- a futile battle against

overwhelming odds similar to General George Custer's last stand at the

Little Big Horn.29/

27. Christian Science Monitor, October 14, 1969, p. 1.

28. Washington Star, October 10, 1969, p. Al.

29. Washington Post, October 10, 1969, p. A-l.
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The Weathermen were not deterred, however. On October 11,

103 persons were arrested in Chicago, after 200 demonstrating

Weathermen 'had charged through police lines. ,Twenty-four policemen

were injured in this confrontation.30/

At the same time, a peaceful march organized by RYM-II, in

cooperation with the Black Panthers and the Puerto Rican Young

Lords, proceeded to Humboldt Park, where a crowd of three thousand

attended a non-violent anti-war rally.31/

What was the effect of the Chicago violence? A spokesman,

for the Weathermen offered this response:

"We think it's been a tremendous success, a total success.

For the first time in this country white people are showing they're

willing to fight against imperialism. Even when they raised the

level of oppression against us, we raised the level of struggle

against them.'..3/ In a similar vein, the October 21 issue of

New Left Notes presented this commentary:

30. New York Times, October 12, 1969, p. 1.

31. WashingtonjStar, October 11, 1969, p. A2.

32. New York Times, October 14, 1969, p. 16.

v
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"From here on in it's one battle after another -- with white

youth joining in the fight and taking the necessary risks. Pig

Amerika -- beware: there's an army growing right in your guts,

and it's going to help bring you down.".3 3/

Other analyses are not so certain of the Weathermen's success.

The Christian Science Monitor conceded that the Weathermen "did

manage to inflict a steadily mounting toll of damage, virtually tie

a 12,000-man police force as well as some 2,500 national guardsmen

who were activated on stand by duty ... and -- no small thing

in itself - - plug up the central shopping core of a city for several

hours ."34/ But, on the other hand, "the Chicago militants failed

in their announced objectives of tearing apart the nation's

second largest city, By the weekend the bulk of the radical

leaders, including Mark Rudd... and Bernadine Dohrn ... had

been arrested."3 5 / It was also significant that no sizeable

number of working class whites joined the protests. 3 6 /

33. New Left Notes, October 21, 1969. No page number.

34. Christian Science Monitor, October 14, 1969, p. 1.

35. Christian Science Monitor, October 14, 1969, p. 1.

36. Washington Post, October 13, 1969, p. A-3.
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The trials of the more than 290 persons arrested during the

October disturbances are already under way in Chicago.37/

Weathermen attempted to stage a repeat performance of the Chicago

scenario during the protest organized in Washington on November 14-15

by the New Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam.

Weathermen instigated violence on the night of Friday, November 14,

when they tried to storm the South Vietnamese Embassy near DuPont

Circle. On Saturday, November 15, elements represented by the

Weathermen and the Youth International Party ("Yippies"1 tried to

attack the Department of Justice. In both cases the violence was

contained by police. Spokesmen for the New Mobilization Committee

disclaimed both sanction of, and responsibility for, the violent

outbreaks which marred the generally peaceful tenor of the massive

demonstrations.

37. New York Times, November 2, 1969, p/ 46

38- Washington Post, November 15, 1969, p. A-^; and November 16,
69,p. A-A .
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On the university scene, the campus has, so far, been

relatively quiescent if measured by last year's standards. However,

at the outset of the current school year, a group of approximately

twenty students, identified as members of SDS, seized Harvard's

Center for International Affairs, ousting the occupants by force.

The Center had long been under attack by SDS for what radicals

maintained to be its involvement with "counterinsurgency studies."39/

This foray has been seen by some commentators as reflecting a

basic change in SDS's campus strategy -- a shift in the mode of

.attack upon the university structure from demonstration to something

approaching guerilla warfare. Columnist Marquis Childs notes that

the Harvard incident was "in itself minor and comparatively unimportant.

But it points up the bitter split in SDS, making violence more

likely. Each faction will want to outdo the rival faction in

disruption and destruction.

SDS has been under investigation by the Internal Security

Committee of the House of Representatives since last June. Hearings

39. WWashington Post, September 26, 1969, p, A-1.

40. Washington Post, September 29, 1969, p. A-23. SDS has been
involved in subsequent guerrilla-like attacks at Harvard and
in protest demonstrations against military research activities at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

r
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have been conducted by this committee on SDS activity at Kent

State University in Kent, Ohio; and at Georgetown University, George

Washington University, and American University, in Washington, D.C..41/

SDS has also come under the scrutiny of the Permanent Investigations

Subcommittee on the Senate Committee on Government Operations, which

is conducting a probe into the causes of "riots, civil and criminal

disorders." In addition, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has kept

a sharp eye on SDS during the past year. In April,. FBI Director

J. Edgar Hoover testified before the House Appropriations Subcommittee

concerning SDS activities, including in his testimony a commentary

upon sources of SDS revenues. Portions of this testimony appeared

in the Congressional Record, July 8, 1969, pp. E5679-81. On

October 19, FBI Assistant Director William C. Sullivan stated that

SDS is moving toward "open advocacy of violent revolution...

Violent confrontations with authority on all levels can be expected

during the coming academic year."42/

41. Washington Post, October 26, 1969, p. B-1.

42. New York Times, October 20, 1969, p. 31.
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Summary and Prognosis

Harold Taylor, former president of Sarah Lawrence College,

and author of Students without Teachers: The Crisis in the

University (New York: MacGraw-Hill, 1969), believes that "SDS has,

at this moment in time, lost its direct relationship to the

educational system. Many of the things they are now doing have

become so extreme -- there has been a shift in interest on their

part toward destroying the university in order to get at the society

and to overthrow the capitalist system, for example -- that they

will alienate many of the serious radicals, including the black

students who themselves are radical but who don't wish to support

their radicalism by the particular Leninist or Maoist ideology.t43/

Taylor predicts, however, a "heating up of the situation in

the high schools ... a kind of copying of what has happened, a

delayed action and a copying of college militancy by some of

the high school students." 44/ Taylor does not indicate the extent

43. Nation's Schools, June 1969, p. 39.

44. Ibid.
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to which he believes possible future high school militancy will be

related to, or result from, SDS leadership and instigation.

U.S. News and World Report, however, sees SDS as potentially able to

"politicize" and "radicalize" high schools in the future.4./

45..U.. News andWorld Report, September 22, 1969, p. 64.
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